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INTRODUCTION

A magnetometer survey was conducted over the entire property 
of Gull Rock Mining Corporation Limited located in the northern 
portion of Willans Township about 3/4 miles east of Gull Rock Lake. 
This survey was followed by an electromagnetic survey over a port 
ion of the property where magnetic highs were outlined.

The claims ore listed with the Ontario Department of Siines 
as follows:

KRL 53892, 53893, 53894, 53896, 53897 
KRL 53898, 53899, 53901, 53902, 53903 
KRL 54081, 54082, 54083, 54084, 54085 
KRL 54086

GENERAL GEOLOGY
Vol. XLIV, Pt. VI, Ontario Department of Mines- 
M.E, Hurst "Gold Deposits in the Vicinity of 
Red. Lake"_____________________________

The consolidated rocks in the general area of Red Lake are 
all Precambrian in. age. Only reiuaiants of the oldest formations 
remain.

These consistsof a group dominantly volcanic rocks regarded 
as Keevatin. in age overlain by a considerable thickness of sediments 
tentatively classified as Timiskaming. These formations occur in a 
belt 3 to 12 miles wide which extends from east to west for more than 
30 miles. They rest upon and are bounded on the north and south by 
batholithic Intrusions of granite. Prior to or during the granite 
invasions, the greenstone and sediments are compressed into steeply 
dipping folds* This deformation gave rise to planes or zones of 
structural weakness, along which dykes and irregularly shaped, masses 
of quartz porphyry v/ere introduced.

Prior to the introduction of the quartz veins the peripheral 
portions of the granitic intrusions as well as the adjoining green 
stone and sediments were penetrated by narrow dykes of lamprophyre, 
diorite and rocks of similar type.
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METHOD OP SURVEY

A grid of north south lines v/ere cut aoross the property at 
400 foot intervals v/ith 100 foot stations being established along 
these lines*

A Sharpe A 2 magnetometer was used for the survey and all 
stations were reduced to a common base station.

A Sharpe SE-200 instrument v?as used for the electromagnetic 
survey. The instrument consists of 2 portable coils, one, the 
transmitting unit 'which is battery potrered and generates an alter 
nating current and the other a receiving unit which can be turned 
to resonate at the frequency of the transmitted signal. A high 
gain amplifier gives an audio signal that is picked up by earphones

She transmitting unit is held stationary v;ith a selected 
orientation while the receiver coil is rotated about a selected 
axis until a minimum audio signal is heard. The tilt of the 
receiver coil out of the plane it normally occupies at the null is 
recorded in terms of amplitude. A subsurface conductor such as 
sulphide zone distorts the electromagnetic field and such dis 
tortions are referred to as anomalies.

RESUI/ES OP THE SURVEY

One medium strength magnetic anomaly occurs on the north 
western part of the property. The anomaly is irregularly shaped 
and extends from line 0-s-CO to line 28-fOOE. The anomaly on line, 
O-t-00 reaches over 4,000 gammas above normal.

A narrow magnetic anomaly occurs on line 40+OOE at chainage 
2,700 south and extends across line 44+OOE at chainage 2,500 E.

Another east-v,recterly trending magnetic zone occurs betvreen 
chainages 31500 and 4,000 feet south on line 40+OOE and line 44+00 
East.

There are severalother magnetic anomalies outlined en the 
property, These are shown on the accompanying map which is on the
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 tlae scale of l inch - 4-00 feet.

A limited amount of electromagnetic check work was 
carried out on the property and a electromagnetic anomaly 
occurc on Line 0+00 at chainage 1,800 north, and extends 
to line 8+OOE at chainage 1,800 north,

It is recommended that a program of diamond drilling 
be undertaken to test the anomaly on the north western, 
part of the property. The proposed hole is shown on the 
accompanying map. A second hole is shown to test a narrow 
magnetic anomaly which appears to be a folded structure;

A program of 1,000 feet of drilling should cost about 
86,500.00

Respectfully submitted,

ic; I.C. Christopher, B.Se., P.Eng
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Mr. R. V. Scott, 
Director, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

\ \

Dear Sir:

Please be advised we have recorded 168 days 
assessment work credits for a geophysical survey as 
submitted by Gull Rock Mining Corporation^Limited. The 
survey was performed on K.R.L.53#92-^53394 inclusive,
K.R.L.5389^53899 inclusive, K.R.L.53901*539Q3"lnclusive, 
and K.R.L.540#l-:540S6'inclusive situated in Willans 
Toxins hi p.

The credits are distributed equally at 10.5 
days per claim and are subject to approval by the 
Department.

Yours very truly,

V. Tukkanen, 
Mining Recorder,

VT/cd
C.C. Gull ^ock Mining Corporation, Ltd., 

Lancaster, Ontario.
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